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Kia ora,
At RQP, we are passionate about creating opportunities for rangatahi nationwide to participate in the arts and 
develop their skills. 

Since the launch of Smokefreerockquest in 1989, we have worked hard to create programmes to challenge, 
inspire and support creative youth across a wide range of the arts. 

Our programmes:
• Smokefreerockquest - Live, nationwide platform for student musicians and bands to perform original music. 

• Smokefree Tangata Beats - Live, nationwide platform for student musicians and bands that recognises the 
unique cultural identities of Aotearoa and the South Pacific. 

• Rockshop Bandquest - Live, nationwide platform for primary and intermediate student bands to perform 
original music or covers in a professional and supportive environment. 

• Showquest - Nationwide performing arts platform for students of all ages, celebrating Art, Music, Dance, 
Drama, Culture & Technology in student-led live stage shows. 

• Toi - Nationwide wearable arts platform for student designers of all ages, with garments showcased at 
Showquest events. 

• OnScreen - Online short filmmaking platform for high school students. 

• Stills - Online photography platform for students of all ages. 

Students involved in these programmes are utilising and honing their skills across music, dance, drama, media 
studies, design, visual arts, textiles, photography and more. 

Students pour so much of their time and energy into their mahi, and we want to highlight ways that senior 
students could earn NCEA credits for the hard work they are already doing. This ebook is designed as a 
guide for both teachers and students looking to approach NCEA a little differently. Teachers and schools are 
responsible for NCEA approval and moderation - this ebook is simply designed as a tool to help with this.

Students involved in RQP programmes may also be eligible for cross-credits from subjects they are not 
enrolled in. NCEA integration is completely optional, and we understand many schools may choose to keep 
participation as an extracurricular activity or integrate with NCEA for leadership students only.

This ebook is designed to be an ever-evolving resource for the arts education community. If your students have 
successfully earned NCEA credits for their work and would be willing to share an example for future students, 
we would love to include it. You can contact our team at events@showquest.nz with any ideas or questions.
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Smokefreerockquest

Smokefreerockquest is a youth development programme and Aotearoa’s largest contemporary music 

performance event for students. Student musicians and bands write and perform original music at a live event 

in their local community. The event’s kaupapa is to provide unique opportunities for student musicians to have 

a professional performance experience; which develops confidence and musical skill.

Smokefree Tangata Beats

Part of the Smokefreerockquest line-up is Smokefree Tangata Beats, which is designed to support 

performances & performers that reflect the unique cultural identity of Aotearoa and the South Pacific. 

Students must incorporate te reo Māori or a Polynesian language, instruments, dance or movement in their 

performance. Smokefree Tangata Beats champions Māori & Pasifika sounds, reo and stories being showcased 

onstage. 
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Showquest

Showquest is an opportunity for ākonga across Aotearoa to develop their confidence and leadership skills, 

work collaboratively and express their creativity. Students design, produce and deliver a stage performance 

of up to 10 minutes exploring a chosen theme with up to 100 students. Performances incorporate Art, Music, 

Dance, Drama, Culture & Technology.

Showquest is committed to creating opportunities that are inclusive to all, and that offer students creative 

leadership in performing, dancing, music, editing, filming, choreographing, story writing, lighting design, 

costume design and more.
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Music

Smokefreerockquest and Smokefree Tangata Beats exist to give students opportunities to write, create and 

perform original music. The experience of performing onstage at an event and receiving feedback from 

industry mentors helps to develop young musicians’ skills and passion. 

Many high school music departments use the event as the celebration and showcase of a term or year’s work. 

The original music that students make for these events can be assessed to earn students credits for music 

standards.

Research has shown that students who take Music develop self-confidence, are conditioned to work hard for 

results, are more creative, are better at problem-solving and analysing patterns, and are well equipped to 

work in a group. 

NZQA recommends that best practice for assessing group and solo performances sees students being offered 

both classroom and ‘authentic’ performance situations, such as Smokefreerockquest events, pōwhiri, lunchtime 

performances, informal/formal concert events, etc. As long as these performances are recorded on a good 

quality device and the moderator can see and hear individual vocalists/instrumentalists, real-life performance 

events are to be encouraged.
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Music is also a key element of Showquest, and a great way to add personality to a performance. Showquest 

allows schools to incorporate live music into their performance either with onstage vocalists or from the 

Rockshop Live Music Pit. This could be pre-recorded original music/covers in the soundtrack, or live music 

(band, singers, musicians) at an event. Most schools opt for a combination of commercial, “live” and original 

music.    

The live music setup at events provided by Rockshop is: 

• 1 x Bass Amp

• 2 x Guitar Amps

• 1 x Keyboard with Weighted Keys  

• 1 x Electronic Drum Kit

• 8 x Microphones (3x onstage, 5x in the Live Music Pit)

• 5 x DI’s (provided to allow wind instruments, extra keyboards and other instruments that a school wishes 
to bring and use. DI = Direct Input.) 

• 2x wireless transmitters for ¼” jack cable instrumentalists on the main stage

Our professional videographers at the event will capture high-quality footage of live musicians that can be 

used for assessment purposes. Showquest is an advocate of live music and has an awards section dedicated to 

recognising the use of student-created music and acknowledging talented musicians.

Music - Level 1

91090 - Perform two pieces of music as a featured soloist - 6 credits

Students working towards performing at Smokefreerockquest, Smokefree Tangata Beats or Showquest can be 

assessed prior/after the events as individual musicians and/or vocalists.

This helps to develop individual musicianship, contributing to greater success either as a band member or 

soloist. 

91091 - Demonstrate ensemble skills through performing a piece of music as a member of a 
group - 4 credits

Smokefreerockquest, Smokefree Tangata Beats and Showquest support bands of up to 10 performing live. At 

Showquest, the professional videography of the event will assist for assessment purposes, and students could 

play commercial covers, instrumental, original or traditional Maori music.

At Smokefreerockquest/Smokefree Tangata Beats, students are required to play original music, which could tie 

into the below standard.

91092 - Compose two original pieces of music - 6 credits

Smokefreerockquest and Smokefree Tangata Beats encourage students to write and perform original music, 

and have a number of awards designed to recognise musicianship and lyricism. 

There are crossover opportunities for original music to also be played live as part of a Showquest 

performance or included in the mixed soundtrack. Original music is a great way to powerfully convey emotion 

and narrative. Original music can also be included in the soundtrack for an OnScreen film.  
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Music - Level 2

91270 - Perform two substantial pieces of music as a featured soloist - 6 credits

At Smokefreerockquest and Smokefree Tangata Beats regional finals, student musicians perform two songs. 

This standard could be assessed as students prepare for this prestigious event. One or both of these music 

pieces could also be incorporated into a Showquest performance and assessed either at rehearsal stage or 

from live video recorded at the event.   

91271 - Compose two substantial pieces of music - 6 credits   

Keen student musicians work solo or collaboratively to create, generate, refine and structure  original music. 

The substantial pieces of music could be two songs written and produced for an RQP event. These pieces could 

be assessed, and then performed live at our events or included as part of the mixed pre-recorded soundtrack 

for a Showquest performance, or an OnScreen film.

91272 - Demonstrate ensemble skills by performing a substantial piece of music as a member 
of a group - 4 credits

Students are tasked with playing live in groups of 3-7, which fits into the parameters for a 

Smokefreerockquest/Smokefree Tangata Beats/Showquest band. Each musician needs to showcase confidence 

and consistency. All RQP events have an awards section that acknowledges exceptional musicians.

91273 - Devise an instrumentation for an ensemble - 4 credits

Students could creatively rework or adapt existing musical material to create an instrumentation for a 

Showquest stage performance. The Showquest theme/storyline would inform the creative direction of the 

instrumentation that showcases knowledge of instrument ranges, playing techniques, combinations and written 

scores. This standard is assessed independently, but the arrangement could be incorporated into a Showquest 

entry, where there is a Live Music awards section that acknowledges exceptional musicians. A music score will 

need to be completed for the instrumentation(s).

91274 - Perform a substantial piece of music as a featured soloist on a second instrument - 3 
credits

This standard might appeal to exceptionally skilled and passionate musicians, who can demonstrate additional 

performance skills on a different instrument than featured in standard 91270. Many students who go on to 

achieve success with Smokefreerockquest and Smokefree Tangata Beats have the range and technical skills to 

achieve this standard.

Music - Level 3

91418 - Demonstrate ensemble skills by performing two substantial pieces of music as a 
member of a group - 4 credits 

Students playing live in a band could be assessed at rehearsal stage for Smokefreerockquest/Smokefree 

Tangata Beats/Showquest or from the live video recorded at a Showquest event. The 10 minute length of 

Showquest is designed to provide enough time for musicians to showcase substantial pieces of music.

At the Smokefreerockquest and Smokefree Tangata Beats regional finals event, student bands have the 

opportunity to play two songs - showcasing substantial pieces of music.  

91419 - Communicate musical intention by composing three original pieces of music - 8 credits

Student musicians could compose original music for their school’s Showquest performance, 

Smokefreerockquest, Smokefree Tangata Beats or an OnScreen film. The musical intention would be developed 

in line with the Showquest theme/storyline, the Smokefreerockquest/Smokefree Tangata Beats band’s ethos or 

the OnScreen film concept. This would be assessed separately to the events.  

91849 - Compose three original songs that express imaginative thinking - 8 credits

Smokefreerockquest/Smokefree Tangata Beats are an opportunity for budding musicians to express their 

feelings and viewpoint through songwriting.  

Talented musicians could also use their school’s Showquest theme as a source of inspiration for senior students 

to develop, structure, and refine lyrical and musical concepts to compose original songs. This can be done solo 

or in collaborative groups. These songs could be performed live at a Smokefreerockquest/Smokefree Tangata 

Beats/Showquest event or used in the soundtrack for an OnScreen film.
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Drama

One of the key elements of Showquest is Drama. Showquest performances centre around a theme and 

students use dramatic elements to tell their story. The professionally filmed clip of every performance at a 

Showquest event can be used for assessment purposes.

Students can also be involved in Drama behind the scenes - designing stage lighting, props, costume or make-

up or taking on a backstage production role. 

Theoretical Drama discussions could also earn students credits through post-production analysis of their 

school’s Showquest performance.
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Drama - Level 1

US 26686 - Demonstrate and apply knowledge of lighting for an entertainment and event 
context (Unit Standard) - 4 credits

Each school involved in Showquest needs to nominate 1-2 students to act as their lighting technician for their 

performance. These student/s are mentored and supported at the event by our professional crew. Students 

submit a lighting cue sheet to Showquest plotting out their desired lighting arrangement and then will control 

the professional equipment from the lighting desk at a live event.  

Our professional lighting rig generally consists of:

• 8 Martin Vipers or 8 Varilight VI300s (moving head profile), and 8 Martin Mac Auras (moving head LED 
Wash) on trusses above the stage, and a front truss of 8x Mac Auras as a front wash.

• 8 Clay Paky Shapy Plus (moving head profile), and 8 Chauvet Maverick MK2 (moving head LED Wash) on 
trusses above the stage.

• In our theatre shows we will be utilising house lighting for the front light, along with Sharply Plus and 
MK2’s for effects.

• Lighting console - grandMA lite

• We have full control of each of the following parameters; intensity/brightness, colour, positions, gobos, 
beam angles. 

• Time permitting, we will also have a full effects engine where we can build movement, colour and intensity 
effects.

Don’t stress if these terms are confusing, students will learn it all on event day and feel like a pro in no time!

US 26688 - Demonstrate and apply knowledge of make-up for an entertainment and event 
context (Unit Standard) - 4 credits

Demonstrate stage make-up skills on Showquest performers, taking into account elements such as character 

development (eg animals, aging, ) and technical considerations (audience proximity, stage lighting wash and 

heat, physical exertion of performers). Our professional videography and photography team capture content 

from every show that could be used for assessment purposes. 

US 26689 - Demonstrate and apply knowledge of costuming for an entertainment and event 
context (Unit Standard) - 4 credits

Use the performance context of Showquest to demonstrate, identify and communicate the costuming 

requirements for a character/s or role/s. They would need to take into consideration mood, period, 

occupation and cultural factors as well as choreography and performance requirements. Showquest has an 

awards category at regional and national levels for effective use of costuming. 

US 26690 - Demonstrate and apply knowledge of construction of props and scenic elements 
for an entertainment and event context (Unit Standard) - 4 credits

Making items such as props or masks for a Showquest performance. Showquest’s prop guidelines set the 

practical requirements and students would develop a construction plan. Practical requirements could also 

consider flexibility, weight, texture, transparency, visibility from stage.  

Showquest allows hand-held props that are no bigger than 2 metres high and must be carried on and off 

stage by one or two students, e.g. You can have a pram and wheel it around the stage but it must be lifted on 

and off stage by one or two students. Any large props that will be moved around backstage or onstage (e.g. 

desks, chairs, tables) must have soft pads attached to the bottom. This reduces noise backstage and protects 

the stage. All potentially flammable props/ costumes must be treated with fire-retardant. 

US 26691 - Describe and apply knowledge of an entertainment and event production process 
by assisting in a production role (Unit Standard) - 3 credits

Students could undertake any of these specified roles as part of their school’s Showquest performance: 

Assistant Stage Manager/ Assistant Director (at a rehearsal level) or Theatre Mechanist (stagehand), dresser, 

roadie, lighting technician, costume assistant (at the event).  

90999 - Use features of a drama/theatre form in a performance - 4 credits

Recognised theatre forms used in Showquest could include melodrama, clowning, pantomime, mime, mask, 

Greek drama, medieval drama, puppetry. The professional videography captured of each performance will 

assist in assessment purposes.

91274 - Perform a substantial piece of music as a featured soloist on a second instrument - 3 
credits

This standard might appeal to exceptionally skilled and passionate musicians, who can demonstrate additional 

performance skills on a different instrument than featured in standard 91270. 

Many students who go on to achieve success with Smokefreerockquest and Smokefree Tangata Beats have the 

range and technical skills to achieve this standard.
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Drama - Level 2

US27699 - Demonstrate and apply knowledge of costume design for an entertainment and 
event context (Unit Standard) - 4 credits

Use the performance context of Showquest to demonstrate, identify and communicate the costuming 

requirements for a character/s or role/s. They would need to take into consideration mood, period, 

occupation and cultural factors as well as choreography and performance requirements. Showquest has an 

awards category at regional and national levels for effective use of costuming.   

US27700 - Demonstrate and apply knowledge of lighting design for an entertainment and 
event context (Unit Standard) - 4 credits

Showquest gives students the opportunity to be the lighting technician for their school’s performance and have 

mentoring at the event by our professional crew. Students submit a lighting cue sheet to Showquest plotting out 

their desired lighting arrangement and then will control the professional equipment from the lighting desk at a 

live event.   

Our professional lighting rig generally consists of:

• 8 Martin Vipers or 8 Varilight VI300s (moving head profile), and 8 Martin Mac Auras (moving head LED 
Wash) on trusses above the stage, and a front truss of 8x Mac Auras as a front wash.

• 8 Clay Paky Shapy Plus (moving head profile), and 8 Chauvet Maverick MK2 (moving head LED Wash) on 
trusses above the stage.

• In our theatre shows we will be utilising house lighting for the front light, along with Sharply Plus and 
MK2’s for effects.

• Lighting console - grandMA lite

• We have full control of each of the following parameters; intensity/brightness, colour, positions, gobos, 
beam angles. 

• Time permitting, we will also have a full effects engine where we can build movement, colour and intensity 
effects.

Don’t stress if these terms are confusing, students will learn it all on event day and feel like a pro in no 

time!  

US27701 - Demonstrate and apply knowledge of make-up design for an entertainment and 
event context (Unit Standard) - 4 credits

Demonstrate stage make-up skills on Showquest performers, taking into account elements such as character 

development (eg animals, aging, ) and technical considerations (audience proximity, stage lighting wash and 

heat, physical exertion of performers). Our professional videography and photography team capture content 

from every show that could be used for assessment purposes. 

US27702 - Describe and carry out tasks and responsibilities in a production role in an 
entertainment and event context (Unit Standard) - 4 credits

Students take on a production role under the general supervision of a director or equivalent. This could 

include Assistant Director or Assistant Stage Manager (at a rehearsal level) or Wardrobe Supervisor, Props 

Supervisor or other role for their schools’ Showquest performance.   

US27704 - Demonstrate and apply knowledge of the design and construction of 
entertainment and event props and scenic elements (Unit Standard) - 4 credits

Students could choose to make items such as props or masks for a Showquest performance. Showquest’s prop 

guidelines would set the practical requirements and students would develop a construction plan. Practical 

requirements could also consider flexibility, weight, texture, transparency, visibility from stage.  

Showquest allows hand-held props that are no bigger than 2 metres high and must be carried on and off 

stage by one or two students, e.g. You can have a pram and wheel it around the stage but it must be lifted on 

and off stage by one or two students. Any large props that will be moved around backstage or onstage (e.g. 

desks, chairs, tables) must have soft pads attached to the bottom. This reduces noise backstage and protects 

the stage. All potentially flammable props/ costumes must be treated with fire-retardant. 
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Drama - Level 3

US28002 - Research, develop and visually communicate a costume design concept for a given 
work (Unit Standard) - 6 credits

Students could research, develop and visually communicate a costume design concept for their school’s 
Showquest performance - involving at least four performers each requiring different costume designs. They 
would need to take into consideration a range of performance requirements (eg mood, period, movement, 
character circumstance and evolution). Practical requirements of the Showquest event must also be taken 
into consideration (e.g. performer relationships, movement, costume changes, safety, budget, audience 
proximity). 

Students would consult creative collaborators (e.g. director, choreographer, lighting designer) at the research 
stage. Conceptual ideas can be expressed visually in ways including character and costume chart for each 
performer; annotated sketches; colour charts; fabric swatches, close-up of particular details. 

This could be a conceptual outcome or realised at the event, where Showquest has an awards category at 
regional and national levels for effective use of costuming.

US28003 - Research, develop and apply a stage lighting design concept for a given work - 
(Unit Standard) - 6 credits

Showquest gives students the opportunity to be the lighting technician for their school’s performance and have 
mentoring at the event by our professional crew. Students submit a lighting cue sheet to Showquest plotting out 
their desired lighting arrangement and then will control the professional equipment from the lighting desk at a 
live event.

In this standard students would undertake research into desired lighting for their specific performance 
requirements (e.g. choreographic intention, period/time shifts, soundtrack, atmosphere, special effects, 
colours used in costume, style of costume, inferred changes in location, changes in mood, changes in focus, 
entrances and exits).

Students would also consult creative collaborators (e.g. director, choreographer, costume designer) at the 
research stage and take into account practical considerations (equipment and space; safety of performers, 
audience and operators; venue layout) and conceptual considerations (colour theory, qualities of light).

Our professional lighting rig generally consists of:

• 8 Martin Vipers or 8 Varilight VI300s (moving head profile), and 8 Martin Mac Auras (moving head LED 
Wash) on trusses above the stage, and a front truss of 8x Mac Auras as a front wash.

• 8 Clay Paky Shapy Plus (moving head profile), and 8 Chauvet Maverick MK2 (moving head LED Wash) on 
trusses above the stage.

• In our theatre shows we will be utilising house lighting for the front light, along with Sharply Plus and 
MK2’s for effects.

• Lighting console - grandMA lite

• We have full control of each of the following parameters; intensity/brightness, colour, positions, gobos, 
beam angles. 

• Time permitting, we will also have a full effects engine where we can build movement, colour and intensity 
effects.

US28004 - Research, develop, visually communicate and apply a make- up design concept for 
a given work - (Unit Standard) - 6 credits

Students could apply their stage make-up skills on Showquest performers. Their research would take into 
account their Showquest theme (eg character enhancement; communicating moods; special effects; historical 
or cultural accuracy) and technical considerations (eg audience proximity, stage lighting wash and heat, 
physical exertion of performers).

Students would consult creative collaborators (e.g. director, choreographer, lighting designer, costume 
designer) to further develop their research.Our professional videography and photography team capture 
content from every show that could be used for assessment purposes.

US28005 - Stage manage a production in an entertainment or event context - (Unit Standard) 
6 credits

Students could stage manage their school’s Showquest performance; using ingenuity and communication 
skills to overcome any difficulties during pre-rehearsal, rehearsal, production and post-production to enable a 
compelling performance.

This would involve tasks at each performance level, including but not limited to:

Pre-rehearsal - preparing and distributing cast and crew contact list, marking out set plan on rehearsal room 
floor, arranging rehearsal props, preparing prompt script, preparing soundtrack list and runsheet.

Rehearsal - scheduling, organising and communicating technical and dress rehearsals; maintaining rehearsal 
room, costumes, props and equipment; prompting; notating blocking in the prompt script; communicating any 
design changes to relevant personnel.

Production (at Showquest event) - calls, supervising backstage crew, maintaining backstage area and 
performance elements, completing and circulating performance reports.

Post-production - overseeing the clearing and securing of rehearsal room, backstage area, dressing room, 
green room; overseeing the return of set, costumes, props and equipment to source.
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Dance

Another core element of Showquest is Dance. Showquest performances typically incorporate a combination of 

group dance and solo/duo dance to communicate ideas, express emotion and progress the storyline. 

 

The 10 minute time limit of Showquest is designed to allow enough time for students to demonstrate at least 

two dance sequences with clarity, control and accuracy; either solo or in a group. We understand markers 

typically require 10 minutes to accurately assess students, taking into account stage transitions and costume 

changes.  

The professional videography provided at each event will allow the marker to assess each individual student 

against the standard requirements.

24
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Dance - Level 1

90002 - Perform dance sequences - 6 credits 

The 10 minute time limit of Showquest is designed to allow for enough time for students to demonstrate at 

least two dance sequences with clarity, control and accuracy; either solo or in a group. Students could also be 

assessed on their Showquest routine separately at school.    

90859 - Demonstrate ensemble skills in a dance - 4 credits  

Showquest allows students to perform on a professional theatre-style stage where they have space to 

accurately demonstrate ensemble skills. The professional videography provided will allow the marker to check 

entry and exits are timely, positions relative to others, precise unison work and that partnering has flow. 

Students could also be assessed on their Showquest routine separately at school.

Dance - Level 2

91207 - Perform an ethnic or social dance to communicate understanding of the style - 4 
credits

Showquest encourages students to incorporate culture into their performance. This could be through telling 

cultural stories and/or using traditional music and styles of dance to communicate this - including poi, Samoan 

fa’ataupati, Chinese fan dance, Highland fling, Irish jig, samba.   

Social dance could also be incorporated showcasing cultural styles of social interaction, including Israeli folk 

dance, lindy hop, ceroc, street dance, line dance, waltz, Charleston.   

91208 - Perform a theatre dance to communicate understanding of the dance - 4 credits

Students typically rehearse Showquest performances consistently and will be able to communicate a 

comprehensive understanding of a theatre dance onstage. The professional videography will record details of 

the style (e.g. hand movements, breathwork) and the emotion conveyed by the student. Examples of theatre 

dance include Bollywood, tap, jazz, contemporary dance, musical theatre, and kapa haka. 

Dance - Level 3

91590 - Perform a solo or duet dance - 4 credits 

Within a Showquest performance there is often a main character or main duo of advanced dancers that carry 

the narrative and perform a skilful dance to express ideas and connect the audience to the storyline. Students 

could also be assessed on their Showquest routine separately at school. 

91591 - Perform a group dance - 4 credits

Showquest involves groups of up to 100 performing onstage, and typically group dance is used to effectively 

communicate the storyline. Individual students as part of a group dance can be assessed on both their 

dynamic (speed, movement contrast, timing) and expressive (emotive and facial) qualities.

The professional videography provided will allow the marker to check entry and exits are timely, positions 

relative to others, precise unison work and that partnering has flow. Students could also be assessed on their 

Showquest routine separately at school. 
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Toi

Toi is our wearable art competition, produced in collaboration with our friends at World of WearableArt. 

Students create a fantastical piece of wearable art throughout the year, which is then exhibited onstage at 

one of our combined Showquest and Toi events.     

It is an amazing opportunity for young designers to get a taste for the WOW experience, with the hope they 

may one day end up on the WOW stage. Design briefs are created with World of WearableArt for young 

designers to choose from and let their imaginations run wild.

Each year our Toi entries are getting more weird and wonderful, and we’re excited to continue to support the 

creative expression of our rangatahi.

28
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Technology/Textiles

The joy of clothing and textiles is the limitless potential for personal expression. Technology and Textiles 

standards are designed to be interpreted and adapted to suit a student’s passions and style. The following 

standards could be assessed to earn students credits in the creation of a wearable art garment for Toi.  

 

Showquest provides resources and support throughout the year to entrants to help them think outside the box 

when approaching wearable art.

30
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Technology/Textiles - Level 1

91046 - Use design ideas to produce a conceptual design for an outcome to address a brief - 
6 credits

Students could use the Toi judging criteria to produce a conceptual design. This would involve generating 

design ideas, seeking stakeholder feedback, and critically thinking about how best to fit the brief (make a 

striking piece of wearable art). Students are asked to create ideas informed by research and analysis of 

existing outcomes, which could include looking at past winners, Toi Lookbooks or researching WOW.

91058 - Implement basic procedures using textile materials to make a specified product - 6 
credits

Students could choose to make a wearable art garment. The specifications, material/s and techniques to be 

used and a step-by-step guide need to be determined prior, and can be developed in negotiation with the 

student (to fit the Toi design briefs). Students could undertake tests to check fit, performance potential and 

whether the garment will comply with health and safety requirements.

Technology/Textiles - Level 2

91350 - Make advanced adaptations to a pattern to change the structural and style features 
of a design - 4 credits 

Students could adapt a traditional clothing pattern to create a fantastical piece of wearable art (eg merging 

patterns, using non-traditional materials, creating large structures or pieces that expand/transform). Students 

would show the depth of their understanding through functional modelling of toile before creating a final 

garment.  

91356 - Develop a conceptual design for an outcome - 6 credits    

Students could use the Toi judging criteria to develop a conceptual design for wearable art. This would 

involve generating and evaluating design ideas, responding to stakeholder feedback, and considering fitness 

for purpose (competition). High achieving students would synthesise evidence from ongoing research and 

functional modelling which could include looking at past winners of the competition or researching WOW.

Technology/Textiles - Level 3

91621 - Implement complex procedures using textile materials to make a specified product - 6 
credits

Students could create a fantastical wearable art garment that implements complex procedures in a manner 

that economises time, effort and materials. Toi’s Sustainable Garment award encourages students to think 

in an ethical and environmentally aware way. Wearable art lends itself well to complex procedures such as 

joining materials with different properties, managing special fabrics and managing the inclusion of structural 

or style features.

91626 - Draft a pattern to interpret a design for a garment - 6 credits 

Textiles students could use this standard to create a pattern for a wearable art garment. This would involve 

taking accurate measurements, refining ideas, drafting blocks, carrying out tests and creating a final toile 

mockup. A custom designed and fitted pattern would result in an original and striking one-off piece of 

wearable art. This would give students with passion for design a taste of the WOW experience and an 

opportunity to showcase their creation. 
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Visual art

Visual Art standards could also earn credits for students entering Toi. These standards relate to both the Art 

and Culture elements of Showquest and encourage students to research and understand cultural practices.

Wearable Art is about finding the beauty, the weird, the wacky and the wonderful in unexpected places. 

Creating a piece of wearable art from a visual arts perspective or concept is a great place to start.
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Visual Art - Level 1

90917 - Produce a finished work that demonstrates skills appropriate to cultural conventions - 
4 credits

Students could choose to create a wearable art garment through skilful application of cultural conventions. 

Traditional and/or contemporary practices used in garment creation may include: whakairo (carving), whatu 

kākahu (garment weaving including korowai and piupiu), siapo, knitting, mask making, tivaevae, jewellery 

making.

91325 - Produce a resolved work that demonstrates control of skills appropriate to cultural 
conventions - 4 credits

Students could choose to create a wearable art garment that demonstrates control of skills appropriate 

to cultural conventions. Traditional and/or contemporary practices used in garment creation may include: 

whakairo (carving), whatu kākahu (garment weaving including korowai and piupiu), siapo, knitting, mask 

making, tivaevae, jewellery making.

Visual Art - Level 3

91460 - Produce a resolved work that demonstrates purposeful control of skills appropriate 
to a visual arts cultural context - 4 credits

Students could choose to create a wearable art garment as their resolved work to demonstrate their mastery 

of skills related to a social subculture. They would have to appropriately apply skills fitting a chosen cultural 

context.   

A cultural context could include the art of a social subculture (gothic, punk, cult of cute, emo, technophile); 

lowbrow art; ethnic art (Māori, Samoan, Chinese); protest art; feminist art; domestic craft.

This could include elements used in garment creation such as whakairo (carving), whatu kākahu (garment 

weaving including korowai and piupiu), siapo, knitting, mask making, tivaevae, jewellery making.
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Onscreen

OnScreen is a short filmmaking platform, where high school students are challenged to create an original 

narrative film of up to 5 minutes. Each year, we create film briefs with contacts in the film industry to inspire 

student creativity. These briefs are intentionally thematic, not genre-based, and open to a wide range of 

interpretations. Students could work on this project as part of any Media Studies or English film unit, or 

entirely in their own time.
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Media Studies

OnScreen is designed to engage digitally-minded storytellers, who consume media but also want to create it 

from their own unique viewpoint. This challenge is as much about the action behind the camera as in front of 

it - creating opportunities for directors, cinematographers, producers, writers and editors. 

Through media studies, students gain the knowledge and skills to conceive, plan, design and make media 

products that engage audiences.   

Students involved in OnScreen could be eligible for Media Studies cross-credits through the creation of an 

OnScreen film, even if the student is not taking Media Studies as a subject. OnScreen film creation could also 

be incorporated into a Media Studies term or year plan in class, with students able to work solo or in small 

groups of up to 30 per film.
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Media Studies - Level 1

90993 - Produce a design and plan for a media product using a specified range of 
conventions - 3 credits

Creating a plan for an OnScreen short film that meets the requirements of a given brief (ie OnScreen judging 

criteria). Consider the practicalities of the project (timeline, locations, cast, budget etc) and conventions of 

a video performance. Could involve storyboarding, location scouting, scripting, moodboards and a filming 

runsheet.   

Can stand alone without the below standard, or be followed through to completion.   

90994 - Complete a media product from a design and plan using a specified range of 
conventions - 6 credits

The creation of an OnScreen short film of up to 5 minutes following the plan created in the above standard. 

High achieving students should aim for creating a product which is effective, appeals to its target audience 

and shows consistent control of production technology.  

Teachers would provide students with a list of media conventions specific to short films from which students 

select at least five to use.

Media Studies - Level 2

91252 - Produce a design and plan for a developed media product using a range of 
conventions - 4 credits

Students complete the concept, treatment, and pre-production activities for an OnScreen short film that meets 

the requirements of a given brief (ie OnScreen judging criteria). Consider the practicalities of the project 

(timeline, locations, cast, budget etc) and strategies to overcome obstacles (eg weather, time constraints). 

Could involve storyboarding, scripting, copyright considerations, location scouting, moodboards and a 

timeline of milestone dates.

“Treatment” for OnScreen may include considered discussion of narrative, genre, characterisation, setting, 

mood, specific conventions to be used, and technical elements such as lighting, sound, and SFX.
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91253 - Complete a developed media product from a design and plan using a range of 
conventions - 6 credits

The creation of an OnScreen short film of up to 5 minutes following the plan created in the above standard. 

High achieving students should aim to create a product which incorporates key conventions, shows precise 

control of production technology and appeals to its target audience.  

Students could think about effective lighting, locations, camera angles, well-paced editing, style tropes (e.g. 

horror/comedy/drama).

Media Studies - Level 3

91494 - Produce a design for a media product that meets the requirements of a brief - 4 
credits

The OnScreen judging criteria would be the brief that students could fulfil by creating a design for an 

OnScreen short film and completing the concept, treatment and pre- production activities “Treatment” for 

OnScreen may include considered discussion of narrative, genre, characterisation, setting, mood, specific 

conventions to be used, and technical elements such as lighting, sound, and SFX.  

Pre-production activities could include storyboarding, scripting, runsheets, test shoots and planning locations, 

costume and props.  

91495 - Produce a media product to meet the requirements of a brief 6 credits

Students could create a compelling OnScreen short film following their plan created in the above standard. 

High achieving students should aim to create a product that shows the effective selection and application of 

production technology and media conventions to command and capture audience attention.

Students could think about effective lighting, locations, camera angles, well-paced editing, style tropes (e.g. 

horror/comedy/drama) in relation to the judging and awards criteria.
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Technology

Generic Technology standards are designed to be adapted and interpreted to suit individual student’s needs, 

interests and learning styles. OnScreen is a great challenge for high-achieving students, as they have the 

ability to take complete control of a project; from concept and design to execution and review. 

Case Study

St Mary’s College in Wellington approached OnScreen in 2020 by interpreting generic Technology Standards 

to fit their project-based learning. They came 2nd Place nationally with their powerful video that showcased 

their talented choreographers, dancers, spoken word poets, musicians and filmmakers.

Their lead students (director and editor) were able to earn 21 credits (including choreography and dance 

credits) and go on to apply for university scholarships using their portfolios. 

Technology standards could be adapted at Levels 1, 2 and 3. This ebook shows Level 3 examples as student 

leaders for an OnScreen performance are typically Year 13.



Technology - Level 3

3.2 - Undertake project management to support technological practice - 4 credits

This student project managed her school’s OnScreen entry through her role as the Director. She thought 

critically about business objectives, standards of engagement, execution strategy and organisational 

alignment. She also developed principles for measurement of her success and accountability. She began by 

identifying the physical and social environments surrounding the project; establishing and implementing St 

Mary’s College’s rehearsal schedule.
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When Showquest changed (from onstage to onscreen) due to Covid-19 restrictions, the student was able to 

revise their scheduling at a critical review point to enable the project to be completed.
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3.3 - Develop a conceptual design considering fitness for purpose in the broadest sense - 6 
credits

This student was the lead editor and cameraperson for their outcome - an OnScreen video production. This 

student first began by analysing existing outcomes and thinking about how these ideas could work in the 

context of OnScreen.
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They then created conceptual designs for key scenes in the performance, thinking about location, lighting, 

equipment and overall fitness for purpose (OnScreen competition parameters).
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The student also conducted test shoots to trial different techniques and sought stakeholder feedback to help 

them analyse the results. 
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This student would then need to communicate a final conceptual design for an outcome and explain the 

potential of the proposed outcome to meet the brief.
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3.4 - Develop a prototype considering fitness for purpose in the broadest sense - 6 credits

This student combined AS91610 and AS91611 and went on to conduct functional modelling and prototyping 

for their OnScreen shoot. They synthesised evidence and stakeholder feedback from ongoing testing of 

ways to project onto dancers. They then began considering the context of OnScreen to determine filming 

locations, equipment needed and shoot details. 
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This student would then need to create the final realised prototype after making any modifications. Their 

final discussion would evaluate the way the materials/techniques/components worked together and justify 

the prototype’s fitness for purpose against the brief.

Choreography credits 

If your school has senior leaders who are responsible for choreographing your performance, we would 

encourage you to look to standards 3.1 and 3.2 also. This involves a high level of involvement in creating a 

concept and making choreographic and design decisions.
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Stills

Developed in response to long-term event uncertainty due to the pandemic, Stills is our fully online platform 

for photography students and hobbyists. Students are challenged to show us their world through their lens, 

and be inspired by a range of photography categories.
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Photography 

Photography is a great outlet for creative students to view, capture and share their unique viewpoint of the 

world. It is more accessible than ever, with high quality cameras widely available at lower costs than ever, and 

remarkable cameras installed into most smartphones. Students can also take advantage of a huge range of 

editing techniques and software to enhance photos in post-production to tell compelling stories. 

Visual Arts - Level 2

91322 - Produce a systematic body of work that shows understanding of art making conventions and ideas 

within photography - 12 credits

Visual Arts - Level 3

91457 - Produce a systematic body of work that integrates conventions and regenerates ideas within 

photography practice - 12 credits 

Students at Level 2 and 3 begin with a photographic research study, where students will analyse traditional 

and contemporary Photography - this could include looking at famous NZ photographers, or past competition 

winners. Students then develop their own body of photographic work based around a chosen theme. 

Stills photography categories could be used to spark inspiration. These are intentionally very broad - to fit in 

with a wide range of class work or interests. Students may produce a number of images for this standard, and 

then choose their favourite image from the series to submit to Stills. 
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We’d love to hear feedback from you on how you have incorporated 
NCEA into any RQP platforms! If you have any questions, please get in 

touch with our team at events@showquest.nz

Disclaimer
The information contained in this book is designed to be used as a guide 
only and further research into individual standards may be necessary. 

The information is correct and up to date at time of printing (Feb 2022).
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